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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to study the spiral bevel gears with new tooth profile, named circular arc. This 

profile will guarantee higher load carrying capacity, higher power transmission efficiency, and longer operating 
life. A mathematical model is proposed for spiral bevel gears having circular arc tooth profile, where all 
geometry calculations are perfonned using MATLAB software package. The mathematical model includes spiral 
bevel gears for both Gleason and Klingelnberg manufacturing systems. The solution of the single meshing 
constraint equation for gears with intersecting axes is taken into consideration for gear geometry calculations. 
The proposed mathematical model is then validated using CA TTA software package through solid modelling of 
different gear designs. These trials included different values of the various design parameters of spiral bevel 
gears to ensure that the mathematical model is valid for different design cases. This validation is completed with 
an interference check step perfonned through dynamically simulating meshing between a pair of gear set through 
CA TIA software package. 
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Nomenclature 
r Sphere radius at calculation point 
8 Angular parameter of pitch line 

(Pinion half pitch cone angle) 
I, Shafts angle 
a Angular parameter of N plane 

(Pressure angle) 
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p Angular parameter ofN plane 
p Perpendicular distance from contact 

point to pitch line 
Projected length of contact point on 
pitch line 

A. Angle between pitch line and contact 
point 
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A-1, 2 Half cone angle of tooth 
rt, 2 · Position vector of contact path for 

rp 

gear tooth 
Position vector for contact point in 
S1F system 

L1, 2 Gears shaft axes 
S1, 2F Fixed coordinate system 
St. 2M Movable coordinate system 
S1sA Screw line coordinate system 
S1 2T Tooth coordinate system 
r1,'2c Conical tooth profile in S 1, 2F systems 
r1, 2cT Conical tooth profile in S 1, 21 systems 
81 2c1 Angle of rotation for conical tooth 
r1.'2cL Conical tooth profile in St. 2M 

systems 
r1, 2cy Cylindrical tooth profile in S1, 2F 

systems 
r1, 2cyT Cylindrical tooth profile in S1 , 2T 

systems 
rcy1, 2 Cylindrical tooth radius 
81, 2cyT Angle of rotation for cylindrical 

tooth 
r1, 2cyL Cylindrical tooth profile in S 1, 2M 

systems 
<P 1, 2 Gears angle of rotation 

Subscripts: 1 for pinion, 2 for gear 

1. Introduction 
Gears can be classified in many 

different ways. Considering Kinematics, 
gears can be categorized into three 
different types depending on the type of 
shafts they are mounted on. First, parallel 
axes such as spur and helical gears, ten11ed 
plane mechanisms. Second, intersecting 
axes such as bevel gears, termed spherical 
mechanisms. Third, two non-parallel and 
non-intersecting axes such as hypoid, 
crossed helical, and worm gears, tenned 
spatial mechanisms [ 1, 2). 

Bevel gears, shown in Fig. 1, are 
suitable for transmitting power between 
shafts at practically any angle or speed. 
However, the particular type of gear best 
suited for a specific application is 
dependent upon the mountings, available 
space, and operating conditions [3). 

Figure l - Bevel gear types [3]. 

They are generally classifted into 
straight bevels, spiral bevels, zero! bevels 
and hypoids. The main difference between 
the first three types is the tooth fonn, while 
the fourth type is different in having an 
offset between the two shaft axes, as 
shown in Fig.1. 

Gears have generally an involute 
tooth profile. In this paper, it is required to 
increase the load carrying capacity and 
power transmission efficiency of spiral 
bevel gears. This can be achieved by 
increasing the radius of curvature of tooth 
profile for both pinion and gear. This can 
be done by making gears with a circular 
arc tooth profile, shown in Fig.2, instead of 
the involute tooth profile for both spiral 
bevel gears manufacturing systems, 
Gleason and Klingelnberg, shown in Fig.3. 
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Figure 2- Orcular- arc teeth (4). 

Figur-e 3- Conical and Cylindrical Tooth [3]. 

1.1 Literature Review 
Tsai and Sung [5] deduced the 

mathematical models to describe the 
conjugate tooth profile of gear set with 
skew axes. They also derived the only 
constraint of parametric conjugate tooth 
profile and investigated the point contact 
types of gear sets with skew axes. Tsai and 
Jehng [ 1] presented a parametric 
mathematical model for spherical gear sets 
with skew axes based on kinematics of 
spherical mechanisms. The validation of 
presented infom1ation is done through 
using rapid prototyping technology along 
with stereolitbography method. Jebng [2] 
studied the parametric conjugate tooth 
profiles of bevel gear sets and derived the 
general profile equations, meshing 
constraint equations and non-undercut 

condition equations. He also constructed 
gear geometric solid model for identifying 
the contours of meshing situations of the 
gear mechanism. 

Kuo [6] derived the bevel gear with 
circular-arc tooth profiles by using general 
theorem of conjugate surfaces, coordinate 
transformation, constrained meshing 
equation, and spherical trigonometry. He 
discussed interference by applying the 
phase lead-lag concept while circular arc 
curve is moving on the spherical cross 
section and suggested the ideal conditions 
to avoid its occurrence. He also 
constructed a 3D model and verified the 
transmiSSion ability. Later then, the 
proposed design parameters are modified 
by Hsieh [7] to develop bevel gear set with 
spiral point contact path. This 
improvement makes it possible to 
manufacture the newly developed bevel 
gears in a simple milling or/and grinding 
process with circular cutting edges. He 
proposed a method for checking the gear 
interference. He also constructed 3D solid 
models of the bevel gear with circular-arc 
tooth profiles as well as the grinding 
wheel. 

Tsai and Hsu [8] assumed that the 
location of contact point projected on the 
pitch line is a linear function of the angular 
position of pinion; the existing meshing 
constraint equation of the general bevel 
gear sets has been degenerated into a 
special case of point-contact bevel gear 
sets with elliptic paths. They constructed 
the mathematical models of tooth surfaces 
by torus surface. Duan et al. [9] proposed 
loxodromic-type normal circular arc spiral 
bevel gear as an application of the circular 
arc tooth profile. They developed a 
mathematical model for the tooth 
alignment curve and a computational flow 
at the design stage to enable the generation 
of the tooth surface. 

Wang et al. [10] performed a 
comprehensive literature review regarding 
the mathematical modelling of Spiral bevel 
gears. The methods of building 
mathematical models such as the matrix 
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method, the vector , method and the 
geometry method, ar~ ill~strated, 
compared and summarized m detail. Also, 
the research history and applications of 
each method of building a mathematical 
model of spiral bevel gears are presented. 

To our knowledge, there is no work 
has been done on studying spiral bevel 
gears with circular arc tooth profile for 
increasing its load carrying capacity while 
havina the same size and material of the 1::> 

gear through modifying the tooth profile to 
circular arc. 

1.2 Aim of Work 
The aim of this work is to study 

spiral bevel gears with circular arc tooth 
profile for both manufacturing systems; 
Gleason and Klingelnberg. This will be 
accomplished through solving the meshing 
constraint equation of motion using the 
proposed assumptions, then performing the 
mathematical and solid modelling of tooth 
profile. The validity of these models is 
then checked. This will be done using 
software packages of MA TLAB and 
CATIA. 

2. Mathematical Modelling 
The general kinematic relation 

between a pair of gears having two non
parallel and non-intersecting axes is shown 
in Fig.4. 

According to screw theory, there 
must be a pitch line (instantaneous screw 
axis) on the plane constructed by the two 
shaft axes [8]. 

The value of relative velocity 
between pinion and gear for any point on 
this pitch line is zero. The · angular 
parameter of this pitch line is termed 8 
which can be calculated from: 

8 = tan-1 
( 

sinr ) 
mG + cosr 

(l) 

Figure 4- Spatial relationships for gear sets. 
[1, 2, 5] 

This angle, 8, is the pitch cone angle 
for the pinion. For the gear, pitch cone 
angle value would be (I:-o). Considering 
that the angular velocity of pinion is w 1 

and for gear w2, then gear ratio (mG) can be 
calculated as mG = w,lwz. 

Given that the pressure angle a is 
considered the angular parameter of the N 
plane (the plane containing both pitch line 
L and contact point P c) [ 5] so that it is the 
angle included between the N plane and 
the plane ofthe two shaft axes, Fig.5. 

Figure 5- N Plane and Instantaneous Screw Axis 
(ISA). [ 1, 2, 5] 
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2.1 Meshing Constraint Equation 
The partial differential equation that 

is the constraint for the parametric 
conjugate tooth profile for bevel gears with 
intersecting axes was deduces as: 

8p . . s.: 8p I . . s.: 0 ---+ p Sin a sin u-+ sm a Sin u = (2) ao 1 a1 

This equation is a f1rst order quasi
linear partial differential equation. It is 
very difficult to solve this type. So, various 
trials, assumptions and simplifications are 
made seeking a solution for it. 

A further simplification of this 
equation can be done by considering that 
both p and l are mutually orthogonal, 
Fig.4, so they are always independent at 
any contacting instant (8p/81 = 0). This 
assumption simplifies meshing constraint 
equation to: 

Bp I . . s.: 0 --- + sm asm u = ao, 
(3) 

Assuming that the contact type is a point 
contact such that both p and I are functions 
of ¢ 1, the equation is then degenerated to 
an ordinary differential equation as: 

dp(D 1) 
- +I(D 1)sinasino=O 

dL I I 
(4) 

Setting the value of I ( ¢ 1) to [8]: 
I ( ¢ 1) = a¢ 1 + b (5) 

lr-1; & a= b=]j 
, I Jr- D t; 

Where ¢ 1 ;, I; and p; are the initial values of 
¢ 1, I and p, and ¢ 1r and lr are the final 
values of parameters ¢ 1 and I. 

Using MATLAB toolboxes to solve the 
equation after setting the initial boundary 
conditions, the following solution results: 

p( D 1) = 0 1 x sin a sin 8 x(2b +aD 1)/2 (6) 

2.2 Contact Path 
The meshing trajectory for bevel 

gears with intersecting axes can be 
described through the parametric contact 
path equations: 

r
1
= (lsin8 +p cosacos8)cos 0 1 +psinasin 0 1 

r 

I cos 8 -p cos a sin 8 1 

(7) 

-(Ism 8 +p cos a cos 8) sin 0 1 +p sin a cos 0 1 
1 

r = (I sin(8-L:) +p cos a cos(8-L:)) cos n2 +p sin a sin 0 2 

[ 

I cos(8-L:) -p cos a sin(8-L:) l 
2 

-(I sin(8-L:) +p cos a cos(8;L:)) sin 0 2 +p sin a cos 0 2 

(8) 

Where r1, 2 are the pos1t10n vectors of 
contact path for the pinion and gear tooth 
respectively. 

2.3 Spherical Geometry Modelling 
To describe the spherical geometry 

of bevel gears with intersecting axes, 
assume L1 is pinion axis, L2 is gear axis, 
and :L is the angle between the two shafts, 
Fig.6. 

IMlantaneous Sctew A.1is l 

{Pi'tch line) 

Figure 6 - Spherical bevel gear set with 
intersecting axis [7]. 

Consider S1F (X IF, Y 1F, Z1F) is the 
coordinate system of the fixed frame of the 
pinion; s,M (X,M, Y,M, ZIM) is the 
coordinate system movable with the 
pinion. Similarly, s2F (X2F, y2F, z2F) and 
S2M (X2M, Y 2M, Z2M) are the fixed and 
movable coordinate systems for the gear. 
In these coordinate systems, L1, X1F, and 
X 1M are collinear. Similarly, L2, X2F, and 
X2M are collinear. All these coordinate 
systems are represented in Fig.7. 

In order to obtain the circular arc tooth 
profile, the concept of coordinate 
transformation is going to be used. 
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Consider S1sA (XrsA, Y,sA, ZtsA) is the 
coordinate system associated with the 
instantaneous screw axis (pitch line) where 
X1sA Y1sA plane coincide with L1L2 plane. 
Sn (XtT, Yn, Zn) and S2T (X2T, Y2T, Z2T) 
are the two coordinate systems associated 
with pinion and gear teeth respectively. 
Screw axis Lis collinear with both Xn and 
XISA· Both X IT y IT plane and x2T y 2T 
coincide with theN plane. 

Pinion Spherical 

I 

i 
\ 
\. 

YIT 

v,. 
v •• 

Ge01r Spherical Outer Cone 

Figure (7)- Various coordinate systems [6]. 

In the tooth profile mathematical 
modelling process, the two main 
manufacturing systems will be considered; 
conical tooth profile for Gleason 
manufacturing system and cylindrical tooth 
profile for Klingelnberg manufacturing 
system. 

First, Conical Tooth: 
For bevel gears with conical tooth, 

profile can be modelled for pinion and gear 
as: 

ftc = Rotation (ZtsA. 8) x Rotation (Xtr, 
a) x ft cT (9) 
r2c = Rotation (Z1sA, I:-8) x Rotation 
(XIT, a) x Rotation (Z2T, /...2-At) x r2er (10) 

This can be represented through matrix 
transformation through: 

ft c= MstsA- s,F x Msn- s,sA x rt cT (9 ') 
rzc = Ms,sA- SzF x Ms,T- s,sAx Ms2T- Sn xrzcrCIO') 
Where r1, 2c are conical tooth profiles in S1, 
2F coordinate systems and r1, 2cT are conical 
tooth profiles in S 1, 2T coordinate systems. 

The conical tooth profile 
represented in S1, 2T as: 

can be 

[ 

r cos 'A2 l 
r2cT = r sin 'fv:2 COS 82cT 

r sin 'A2 sin 82cT 

The transformation matrices can 
represented as: 

[cosb - sin b 

~] Ms1sA- s1r = si~ b cos b 
0 

Msn- S1sA = [~ 
0 

- s~1 a] cos a 
sma cos a 

[ COS(L-b) sin(L-b) 

~] Ms1sA- s2r = - sin~L-b) cos(L-b) 
0 

[ cos(A.rA.1) sin(A.rA.1) 

~] Msn- sn = - sin(~rA. 1 ) cos(A.2-A. 1) 

0 

For the tooth profile along face width: 

0 
cos 0 l 

-sin 0 1 

( 11) 

( 12) 

be 

(13) 

( 14) 

( 15) 

( 16) 

(17) 

(1 8) 

Where r1, 2CL are conical tooth profiles m 
S1, 2M coordinate systems. 

Second, Cylindrical Tooth: 
For bevel gears with cylindrical tooth 

profile, it can be modelled for both pinion 
and gear through: 

r1cy = Rotation (ZtsA, 8) x Rotation 
(XIT, a) x fJ CyT (19) 
r2cy = Rotation (Z1sA, I:-8) x Rotation 
(XIT, a) x f2CyT (20) 
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This can be represented through matrix 
transfom1ation through: 

~"ICy= MslsA_, S1F x MsJr_, SlsA x r!CyT 

r2cy = MslsA_, S2F x Ms 1r-> SlsA x r2CyT 

(19') 

(20') 

Where r1, 2cy are cylindrical tooth profiles 
in S 1, 2r: coordinate system and r 1• 2CyT is 
cylindrical tooth profiles m S 1, 2T 
coordinate systems. 

The cylindrical tooth profile can be 
represented in S1, 2T as: 

[ 

r cos A l 
r 1cyT= rsinAcos81cT 

r sin A Sin 81 CT 

(21) 

[ 

r cos A l 
r2CyT = r sin A cos e2CT 

r sin A sin e2CT 

(22) 

Where A Included angle between pitch line 
and contact point so that Sin A = rcv/r, and 
rcy1, 2 are tooth cylinder radius for pinion 
and gear respectively. 

For the tooth profile along face width: 

[0

01 
rlCyL = 

. [] 
r2CyL = ~ 

0 
COS 01 
-sin 0 1 

0 
cos 0 2 
-sin 0 2 

sin°o,] x r 1cy (23) 

coso, 

Where r1• 2cyL are cylindrical tooth profiles 
inS,, 2M coordinate systems. 

2.4 Flow Chart 

The flowchart, illustrated in Fig.8, is 
divided into four main steps. The first step 
is for mathematical modelling, while the 
second step is for solid modelling. In the 
third step, checking interference is 
performed. The last step is performing the 
working drawing of gears. 
For the mathematical modelling step, it is 
performed using MA TLAB software. First, 
we should enter the values of the design 
parameters . The different values 
considered here for these parameters are: 
Shaft Angle = 60° 90° 120° 
Module [mm] = 4 6 8 
Pinion Teeth = 20 30 40 
Gear Ratio = 2 4 
Pressure Angle = 25° 
Face Contact Ratio = 1.25 1.5 1.75 
Face Width= Cone Distance I 3 /4 
These values are going to be used m 
calculation of basic geometry of bevel 
gears and in solving the meshing constraint 
equation. At the end of this step, both 
points representing contact path and tooth 
profiles are saved in an Excel Spreadsheet. 
For solid modelling step, it is going to be 
performed using CA TIA software package. 
For the contact path points, they are 
modelled and connected together with a 
curved spline. Furthermore the points of 
tooth profile are connected with a circular 
spline; all the splines are connected 
together with a multi-section surface. 

After solid modeling of both pinion 
and gear, a dynamic meshing simulation is 
performed in CATIA to make sure that 
there is no interference between pinion and 
gear teeth. If the gear pair is interference 
free, then a complete working drawing is 
performed for both pinion and gear. 
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MATLAB Input Data: 

M-nufacturin1 S'f'J'C•'": Gleason or J(lincelnbere 

Paratn~ Value: Shilh Angle. Preu\Jr~ .,.gle, Gear Ratio, 

Pin'on Number of Teeth, Moduli", F•cof WKfth. f~tee Contact Ratio 

Calculate: 
Pinion Plt.ch Cone An&ll!, Cone Oi~uanc., F01cc Width, Pinion & Gur lr<~nS.IT!inlon Anjles 

Solve Meshing Constraint Equation of Molion 
Calculat~ \'alot'l of r, I, p 

Substitute In Meshing Tr-ajectory (Contact Path} Position Vectors 
<:.alcul:~te v•lues or r 1 ~net r1 

Substitute In Tooth Profile Position Vectors 

Cillculilte w lues of r,t. and r ICOf r,CT and r JCT for Gle;uon or Klingelnb9ra: S~tems 

MA TlAB Output Data: 

M~j,htne Trajmory '"d Tooth Profr~ are uv4!'d In heel Sprudsheet 

for both Pinion and Gtar 

CATIA Input Data: 

Two ~ SprudJheet for both pinkm and a: eM, [ad\ include 

She'n for Me.shlng Tr-ajectory points and stleet for Tooth Profile points 

Solid Modelling 
Model the points In the sproad7oheelanln& CAT~ ~neratt\1'11 Shap~ Design Workbc11ch 

Mfthin& Tr~ry Is modoled as point1. ronneoed by a spline (lO Cu~) 

Tooth profiJ• IS model~ a1. points c.onnect~ by a ~plme tCirde) 

thfll all circles are mnnrcted thto!Jih a Multi·SftUons Surl1ce 

Pltd\ Cone b modeiM In CATIA Po.r1 Oes!gn Workbench ul.l"l 

ulculat~ ~ramaters from MATl.A8 

Meshing Simulation 

~mulalc- tht!: mesh•ne between pinion and cur set us.ina: CAliA OMV Kin.m•tio Simulator Worio:benct, 

CATIA Output Data: 

Complete woriunr. dr·awine for both J;J•nion and Jell' 

Is ~~~~r11~ usin£ CA fiA Genl!'fatNe CW.fling Wor~bt!nch 

Figure 8 - Flow Chart 

3. Solid Modelling 
To validate the mathematical model 

proposed, various trials using different 
values of design parameters is performed. 
Both manufacturing systems, Gleason and 
Klingelnberg, are included in these trials. 

Conical and Cylindrical Tooth Sample Trial 
Parameters Values 
Shaft An le 90° 
Gear Ratio 2 
Pinion Number of Teeth 20 
Face Contact Ratio 1.5 
Module 6mm 
Face Width Cone Distance/3 

Fig.9 shows the meshing trajectories of 
both pmton and gear while assembled 
together for a Gleason system. Fig. I 0 
shows the circular tooth profiles of a single 
pinion tooth along face width with an 
enlarged detailed VIew showing these 
circular profiles. Fig.ll shows a solid 
model for a pinion and gear assembled 
together. 

Similarly, Fig.l2 shows the meshing 
trajectories of both pinion and gear while 
assembled together for a Klingelnberg 
system. Fig.l3 shows the circular tooth 
profiles of a single gear tooth along face 
width with an enlarged detailed vtew 
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showing these circular profiles. Fig.l4 
shows a solid model for a pinion and gear 
assembled together. 

' 
\ 

.......... _ ,...,..,.. , 

.. ----·------- . 
/" 

. \ 
I 

. j 
/ 

I 

Figure 9 - Conical Tooth, Meshing trajectories 
of a gear pair. 

Figure 10- Conical Tooth, Detailed view of 
tooth profile for pinion 

Figure 11 - Conical Tooth, Gear pair solid 
model. 

~--. · 

Figure 12 - Cylindrical Tooth, Meshing 
trajectories of a gear pair. 

Dcull B 

Figure 13- Cylindrical Tooth, Detailed view of 
tooth profile for gear 

Figure 14 - Cylindrical Tooth, Gear pair solid 
model. 

4. Results and Discussion 
Several trials have been carried out 

to validate the mathematical model 
proposed in this paper. In these trials, it has 
been considered that there are several 
design parameters included m the 
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calculation of spiral bevel gear geometry. 
Also several values of these different 
design parameters have been used in the 
trials to ensure the mathematical model is 
valid for all design cases. 
Fig. 10 and Fig. 13 showed the circular arc 
tooth profiles for pinion convex tooth and 
gear concave tooth respectively. These 
profiles fonn the tooth surface which is 
considered to be the cutter blade spatial 
trajectory to manufacture the tooth. 

It has been considered in the interference 
check step that it is to be performed after 
solid modelling step using meshing 
simulation of 3D CAD software, CA TIA, 
to visually detect if there is any 
interference (named Clashes in CA TIA). A 
sample for interference check results of 
CA TlA is shown in Fig. IS. 

Figure 15- lnterlerence check results for one of perlormed trials. 

5. Conclusion 
It can be concluded that: 
1. The proposed mathematical model is 

valid to describe spiral bevel gear 
geometry for both manufacturing 
systems; Gleason and Klingelnberg. 

2. The solid modelled gears, for both 
manufacturing systems; Gleason and 
Klingelnberg, can have a dynamic 
simulation of rotational motion without 
interference at any instant. 

3. The solid modelling has validated the 
no interference occurrence, for both 
manufacturing systems; Gleason and 
Klingelnberg, whatever was value of 
design parameters, namely: Two shafts 
angle, Module, Pinion number of teeth, 

Gear ratio, Pressure Angle, Face 
Contact Ratio, Face Width. 

4. Spiral bevel gears with circular arc 
tooth profile, for both manufacturing 
systems; Gleason and Klingelnberg, are 
applicable for being used as power 
transmission elements. 

5. The proposed mathematical model of 
the gears tooth surface is considered the 
spatial trajectory of the gear cutter blade 
that can be used to manufacture them. 
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